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Introduction
Arduinos have opened up a new world to us. Both makers and professionals use Arduino-based
systems to create wonderful and complex devices to help to create fascinating gizmos. From the
simplest device that turns on a light when you press a button to advanced 3-D printers, you can use
Arduinos in just about every application.

To power all this, Arduinos use sketches—software programs that you design to complete your devic
They communicate with the outside world and are logic behind your projects. To assist you, the
Arduino environment has libraries—software that you can add as required, depending on your
application or the hardware that you add. Each library is explained in this book with examples for eac
library.

This book introduces you to Arduino sketches, the software routines that you can use and the differen
libraries available for the different Arduinos that you will encounter.
The Arduino can be your canvas, and your sketch can be your digital masterpiece.

Overview of the Book and Technology

This book covers everything you need to start using Arduinos. It presents the most common Arduinos
on the market today, explains how to get your software up and running, and how to program the
Arduino, but most important, it explains the Arduino programming languages and the different
libraries that you can add to your designs to provide extra functionality. It also gives a primer in
electronics to help you in the numerous examples throughout the book.

How This Book Is Organized
This book is designed to give as much information as possible to someone who is starting Arduino
programming. It is separated into four parts.

Part I, “Introduction to Arduino,” (Chapters 1–3) gives an overview of Arduinos—where they cam
from and why they are here to stay. It gives a primer on electronics and C programming, and also goe
into the Arduino Language, the common elements that you will use for every project.

Part II, “Standard Libraries,” (Chapters 4–17) is dedicated to the libraries available for every
Arduino, that is, the different software components you can include to add functionality and hardware
support. Each library is presented in its own chapter, and an example is provided for each library to
help you understand its use.
Part III, “Device-Specific Libraries,” (Chapters 18–23) is dedicated to libraries that are specific to
different Arduinos; software you can add to a particular Arduino to access hardware or perform
specific tasks. Again, each library is presented in its own chapter, and examples are provided.

Part IV, “User Libraries and Shields,” (Chapters 24–26) is all about going even further with your
Arduino; it explains how to import user libraries and how to design and distribute your own libraries.
It also shows how to create your own shield, an electronic board that you can add to your Arduino to
provide even more functionality.

Who Should Read This Book

This book is primarily for makers—people with ideas on how to create amazing applications or
automate everyday tasks—and also for developers who want to get into the amazing world of Arduin
programming.

Tools You Need
Each chapter has an example, and the exact components needed for that chapter are listed at the
beginning of the chapter. To follow every example in this book, you need the following hardware:
Computer
USB cable and micro-USB cable
power supply
Breadboard with connector cables
Several Arduinos:
2 x Arduino Uno
Arduino Due
Arduino Mega 2560
Arduino Esplora
Arduino Robot
Arduino

SainSmart LCD Shield
SainSmart Ethernet Shield
LM35 Temperature Sensor
SD card
Arduino GSM Shield
Adafruit ST7735 TFT breakout board
Adafruit MAX31855 breakout board
Type-K thermocouple wire
Adafruit SI1145 UV Sensor board
SainSmart Wi-Fi shield
DHT11 Humidity sensor
HC-SR04 ultrasonic distance sensor
HYX-S0009 or equivalent servo motor
L293D
bipolar stepper motor
Red, green, and blue LEDs
10-kilohm resistors
4.7-kilohm resistors

What's on the Website
The source code for the samples is available for download from the Wiley website at
www.wiley.com/go/arduinosketches.

Summary
Arduino development is a fascinating subject, one that opens up a whole new world of possibilities.
Arduinos are perfectly suited for learning about embedded development, but also for automating
everyday tasks or even making amazing gizmos and contraptions. Throughout this book, you'll find
numerous examples about how to create simple devices, providing a hardware schematic to get you
started, as well as the sketch to get you up and running.
To get the most out of your sketches, each library is introduced and the different functions are
explained. Examples are provided for every library, going through the code line by line so you
understand what the sketch does. My hope is that this book will serve as a reference for your new
projects. Have fun!

Part I
Introduction to Arduino
In This Part
Chapter 1: Introduction to Arduino
Chapter 2: Programming for the Arduino
Chapter 3: Electronics Basics

Chapter 1
Introduction to Arduino

Electronics enthusiasts have always been present. For decades, they have been creating interesting
devices and products. Amateur radio enthusiasts typically made their own radio sets using schematic
found in magazines or simply from their own design. How many of us built a radio system to discove
electronics, only to be hooked? With a few dollars' worth of components, you could create your own
radio and listen to glorious long-wave transmissions on a small low-quality speaker, and yet it was
better than what could be bought in the shops because it was homemade. If you wanted better sound,
you could buy a better speaker. More volume? There were kits for that, too. Audiophiles built their
own amplifiers and accessories depending on their needs. Electronics shops proposed books for all
levels, from beginner to expert. Kits were also available using the simplest of components all the way
to entire computer systems. It was a time in which you could build just about anything, and
everything. You could, quite literally, walk into an electronics shop, buy a DIY computer, and spend
few hours soldering memory chips onto a printed circuit board. That's how I started.

In the 1990s, things changed slightly. Most hobbyists had a PC on their desk and could use them to
create schematics, simulate parts of a system, and even print circuit board with transparent layouts,
making the entire process much easier. However, something was missing. Almost all the devices that
could be made were not programmable. Microprocessors were available but were either too expensiv
or too complicated. At the time, the 68000 microprocessor was one of the most reliable components
available and was relatively cheap but complex. The microprocessor by itself was useless; it had to b
hooked up to external memory. To run a program on every boot, it had to also have read-only memor
If you wanted interrupts, again, you had to add a chip into the design. The end result was complicated
and out of the reach of some enthusiasts. To do without this complexity, enthusiasts that wanted
programmable devices tended to use what was already on their desk: a personal computer.

Most PCs at the time used the ISA bus, as shown in Figure 1.1. ISA was a simple bus that allowed
components to be added to the processor and general computer system. It was a simple system that
allowed users to insert add-on cards into their computer, and it was extremely easy to use. It wasn't
hard to create a circuit board that could be plugged into an ISA slot, and complete prototyping boards
existed, enabling enthusiasts and engineers to test a solution before making their own board. Some of
these boards even included breadboards, a simple system allowing users to place their components an
wires without the need to solder. This sparked a small revolution, and many enthusiasts turned to this
type of board to do what previously could not be done: create programmable systems. An ISA board
could have digital inputs and outputs, analog inputs and outputs, radios, communication devices—jus
about anything was possible. All this would be controlled by the computer's CPU, using simple
programming languages such as C or Pascal. My ISA card kept my student apartment nice and warm
by reading data from a thermometer and turning on electric heaters, acting like a thermostat. It also
served as an alarm clock, programmed depending on my classes the next day. Although I did manage
to miss a few morning classes, in all fairness it was usually my fault; the ISA card worked perfectly
on a tight budget.
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